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SIZE:
Approx. 136 x 150 cm

MATERIALS:
Schachenmayr Tweed Style, 50 g ball
Color 00089 (sage tweed) balls  24
Size 5 mm circular needle, 120 cm long
Blunt yarn needle for weaving in ends

Yarn amounts are approximate. Make sure to 
purchase enough of the same dye lot in order to 
complete your project.

Gauge:
In checkerboard pattern: 
16 sts and 22 rows = 10 cm x 10 cm

Take time to check your gauge. If you have too many 
stitches and rows, switch to larger needles. If you have 
too few stitches and rows, switch to smaller needles.

THE BASICS:
Seed stitch: 
Row 1: K1, p1. On all foll rows, purl the knit sts and knit 
the purl sts.
Checkerboard pattern: 
Multiple of 6 +4.
Work according to chart. Numbers at right edge of 
chart indicate RS rows; on all WS rows not shown on 
chart work sts as they appear. Work the 6-st pat rep 
throughout, end with 4 sts after pat rep.
Repeat rows 1 - 12 throughout.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Cast on 218 sts. Beg with a WS row, work in seed st for 
7 rows = 3 cm. Next RS row: Work first 5 sts in seed st 
as established, work next 218 sts in checkerboard pat 
according to chart, working the 6-st pat rep 34 times 
across row and ending with 4 sts after pat rep, work 
remaining 5 sts in seed st as established. Work in pat 
as established until blanket measures approx. 147 cm 
from cast-on, ending with a chart row 2 or 8. Work in 
seed st across all sts for 7 rows = 3 cm, then bind off 
all sts.

FINISHING
Pin blanket to measurements and block. 
Carefully weave in all ends.

ABBREVIATIONS:
k = knit
p = purl
RS = righ side
st(s) = stitch(es)
WS = wrong side

Click the image for a full screen, 
printable version
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Chart key
 = k1 on RS, p1 on WS
 = p1 on RS, k1 on WS1
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